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pires back where they were befqre the cataclysm
came. We are not fighting to effect a redivision of the
spoils. In late years there have been stirrings in the
Orient and in Africa which show that the white man
may no longer exploit backward races solely for his
own benefit. Many a backward people has been raised
to a higher level by this· very exploitation, and perhaps it was one of the necessary steps in human
evolution, but it appears that its efficacy has been
largely expended. Since the world is a unit and no
one people can expect to avoid contact with other
peoples, it is obvious that much has to be done to
aid the backward. Yet this can be done in the spirit
of the mandatory system of the Covenant of the
League, not in the way in which mandates actually
were exercised in too many cases. A hopeful sign
that the more liberal elements in Britain realize this
fact is found in recent developments respecting India.
The Dutch have been successful colonizers and
have got on remarkably well with the subject peoples
under their control, but who believes that wheri the
Dutch East Indies are freed from the threat of
Japanese domination the native peoples are going to
be content even with the status they occupied under
the Dutch? The world is headed .into an imperialism
worse than anything yet experienced if fascist powers
win; it can be headed into the dawn of a new day if
antifascists are victors.

Can We Learn?
Without doubt one of the factors most provocative
of friction in the years following the First World War
was intense political and economic nationalism. To
our everlasting regret it was the United States that
was chiefly responsible for inaugurating this state of
affairs. A tariff barrier higher than we had ever had
before stimulated other countries to raise similar barriers and at the same time prevented those countries
from satisfying their wants and paying their debts.
If at the end of this present war our Congress takes
the same panic-stricken view that it did in 1920 and
1922 and overthrows the work of Secretary Hull, we
shall have knocked the first prop from under any
peace that may be completed. There was a gleam of
hope in a recent newspaper despatch which intimated that an understanding had been reached between our government and that of Great Britain on
this very subject and that no obstacles, or at least
fewer obstacles, would be placed in the way of trade
between the two countries when the· war is over.
How else does anyone expect that payment will be
made for loaned and leased goods? I am fearful that
it will take a long and concerted effort to convince
our protectionists that they cannot escape at least
part of the blame for the predicament we are now in.
Another recent lesson may well be taken to hea,rtin fact, two lessons, for they are intimately intertwined. In 1917 many _people actually believed that
the United States entered the World War to "make
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the world safe for democracy" Whether all Americans believed it or not they had a chance to do jµst
that. But once the fighting was over this country
turned its back upon the rest of the world and figuratively told it to stew in its own juice; not only that,
but we made the juice hotter by helping to prevent
the rest qf the world from getting on its feet economically An aspect of this repudiation of responsibility was the rejection of the Treaty of Versailles
and the snubbing of the League of Nations. It is
possible that the world was not ripe for the experiment that the League represented, but we shall never
know because from the moment the United States
refused to join, that League was doomed.
Have we had our lesson, or are we willing to let
things pile up in such a way that any nation aggres- ·
sively inclined may set the world afire again? Are
we sufficiently chastened, and shall we be sufficiently
impoverished to be willing to surrender a little of our
so-called sovereignty so that we may reasonably expect a generation to pass without another outburst?
I am convinced that the overwhelming majority of
Americans know that an Axis victory will result in a
world not worth living in by the great bulk of mankind. This belief animates the British and the Russians and all those who are keeping up the struggle
against the Axis powers. We fight to save our lives
and to preserve a way of living that is the antithesis
of everything advocated by our opponents. We fight
to bring about a better way of life, one in which the
specter of aggression will not be forever on the doorstep, and the only way that specter can be exorcised
is by collective action.
All the appalling sacrifice of humanity and the
enormous expenditure of resources that could contribute to that better way of life will have been in
vain if, when the war is over, no method is found
to scotch every incipient aggressor and to adjust
grievances without armed conflict.
Within nations a fairly successful solution has been
found in courts and police. Between nations there is
reason to think that a similar system would work,
if tried with a will to success, at least no alternative
has been suggested that promises better. When the
war is won we · shall have to live in a world where
there are millions of Germans and Italians and J apanese and where, from time to time, no doubt other
potentially aggressive and dangerous groups will be
found. Some way must be .discovered to put them on
probation until they are no longer prospective menaces. A court to pass upon complaints by and against
them and an international police for~e to check disorder and to carry out the decrees of the court seem
indispensable. But to bring this situation about or to
make any other feasible scheme work, intense nationalism, trade barriers, intolerance, racial discrimination-all will have to be swept away And a small
price it will be for a chance to escape another catastrophe like the present one.

This lecture was broadcast by the University of Minnesota Radio
Station WLB and rebroadcast by WCCO.
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I.

America, the Un.ited States, did not "go to war"
War came to it-came suddenly, came vj olently but
not unforeseen. For years the threat of this war hung
menacing over the world, and the United States is
in the world. Some of us clung to the idea that no
matter how tempestuously the storm raged elsewhere
we were protected, we could not be involved. Now
we know that this was never the case.
Today the world is in two camps. In one of them
rules the idea that to a dominant race is given the
right to impose its will, its way of life upon others.
., In the other camp are those who maintain that life
is varied, that growth and advancement come from
diversification, from toleration of divergent views. It
may be objected that Russia, fighting in the second
camp, has many of the characteristics of the firstthat it is ruled by a small hierarchy, that it suppresses
individualism, that it is as totalitarian as Germany
or Italy or Japan. Granted all these facts, it remains
that Russia, certainly in the last decade, wanted to
be let alone to work out a social and economic plan
and that war was the last thing she desired.
When in October 1922 Mussolini made his famous
"March on Rome" Americans who paid any attention
at all to what was taking place were partly amused
by the dramatic gesture and partly alarmed at this
threat to constitutional government. In the months
that followed, Mussolini's Fascisti horrified the world
with 't heir -bru·tality towal'd all 0pponents, but if Italians wanted a dictatorship and an authoritarian
government it was their business, and it had been the
traditional policy of the United States not to question the method by which a government came into
existence.

American Neutrality Legislation
When, however, Fascists began to talk about mare
nostrum and building a new Roman Empire and in
1935 began to implement the doctrine by an attack
' on Ethiopia, it appeared that there was something
more than a shift in internal policy. Just before the
outbreak of this undeclared Halo-Ethiopian war,
Congress had enacted the first of the new so-called
Neutrality Acts in response to a demand that the
United States should not again become involved in
any European struggle; President Roosevelt, under ·
authority conferred by the law, proclaimed that war

existed and stated that export of "arms, ammunition,
o~ implements of war" from this country to either .
belligerent was forbidden. The.Neutrality Act of 1935
would expire at the end of February 1936, but at that
time Italy's war against Ethiopia was still going on,
consequently Congress extended it to May 1, 1937,
making it more stringent and ignoring the president's
plea for the elasticity that would give the administration discretion in applying it.
A new situation arose when civil war broke out in
Spain, for nothing had been said in the law about its
application to such contests. England and France
tried to localize the conflict and were instrumental in
setting up a nonintervention committee. In January
1937 Congress specifically prohibited export of munitions to either party in Spain. Such a course was not
taken without sharp clash of opinion in this country,
for it was patent that Italy and Germany were flagrantly violating the Nonintervention Agreement by
supplying Franco not only with munitions purchased
in part in the United States but with technicians and
even troops, thus trying out on a minor scale new
weapons and tactics. Nevertheless the American government stuck to its course, apparently believing
there was less danger of spreading the conflict by
maintaining the fiction that the agreement was working. Looking back to 1936 and 1937 it is now easy to
see that not only were France and England. culpably
short~sighted but that the United States, in the effort
to avoid involvement in European struggles, encouraged aggressor nations by giving them virtually
a free hand in Spain, which could have been a bastion
against fascism.
'
The amended Neutrality Act of 1935 was replaced
by a third act of May 1, 1937, that neither went to
the extremes desired by the ultra-isolationists nor
allowed the discretion hoped for by the president. It
was designed to be permanent, except as to the "cashand-carry" provisions that allowed, until May 1, 1939,
a belligerent to take in his own vessels munitions
actually purchased. Under its terms the president
should, whenever he found that a state of war existed
between two or more foreign states, proclaim an
embargo on export of arms to a belligerent and forbid
carriage of munitions on American ships, travel by
Americans on belligerent vessels, arming of American merchant craft, and loans to a belligerent.
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Barely two months elapsed before a new test of
the American position was made, this time in Asia.
From 1931, when the Manchurian incident occurred,
to 1937 Japan had taken~ advantage of Europe's and
America's preoccupation' with their own troubles to
advance her interests in China. A puppet government- had been set up·-in Manchuria, and no European government had been willing to follow Secretary Stimson in taking a stand in opposition. Japan
served warning upon Europe and the United States
that they must yield to her decisions as to what was
good for China. On top of this came her denunciation
of the Naval Limitation Treaty Then, while Europe
was busy with the Ethiopian affair, Japan assumed
control of northern Chinese provinces. Growing nationalism in China, composing differences between
Chinese factions, and a general recognition of Chiang
Kai-Shek's leadership alarmed the Japanese and
spurred them to risk an attempt at conquest. Thus
in July 1937 began an undeclared war between China
and Japan, but this time Roosevelt did not invoke the
Neutrality Act.

The Storm Gathers Force
The pattern of events was becoming all too clear
1taly had attacked virtually defenseless Ethiopia,
Germany and Italy were helping the fascists in Spain,
Japan was openly attacking China with imperialistic
designs. Late in 1936 Japan entered the anti-Communist pact with Germany, while earlier in the year
Hitler's forces ha.d entered, unchallenged, the demilitarized Rhineland. Fascism, whether of the German, Japanese, or Italian variety, was adding to
its domestic policies of terrorism, of anti-Semitism,
of purgings, a blatant, aggressive imperialism that
threatened the whole world.
It was in this setting that President Roosevelt in
October 1937 called for "positive endeavors to preserve peace" and suggested a quarantine of aggressor
nations. But Americans were unwilling to act, even
though the stakes were the very existence of nations
still animated by a democratic spirit. Yet while they
believed that somehow America could escape war,
the conviction was weakening, as the inauguration of
a mammoth defense program in 1938 and discussion
of Pan-American solidarity at the Eighth Pan-American Conference showed.
In 1938 and 1939 one European crisis followed another until appeasement reached its crest with the
acquiescence of England and France in complete
elimination of Czechoslovakian independence. But
when Poland was subjected to similar pressure the
worm turned, and the long-feared European war began. All this caused more and more uneasiness here,
and confidence in America's ability to keep out of
the struggle waned. The feeling grew that oceans
were not the bulwarks they had been in years past,
particularly with accumulating evidence that Italy
and especially Germany had been working on South
and Central America and that even Japan was tentatively staking out spheres of influence in the New
World.
Congress, meeting in January 1939, reflected the
growing unease. The president called for revision of
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the Neutrality Act. "At the very least," he said, "we
can and should avoid any action or any lac_k of
action which will encourage, assist, or build up an
aggressor We have learned that when we deliberately try to legislate neutrality, our neutrality laws
may operate unevenly and unfairly-may actually
give aid to an aggressor and deny it to the victim."
There were hearings before congressional committees, and numerous measures were introduced, ranging from repeal of the Neutrality Act to more
stringent restrictions on American freedom of action.
But administrative representations and a rising public demand for action beat in vain against the opposition of those who did not trust the president's foreign
policy and who believed that he and Secretary Hull
were pushing the United States into the conflict when
and if it came. Congress adjourned with the Neutrality Act unchanged.
In a month the situation was altered; increasing
demands of the Nazis upon Poland, the swift attack,
and the British and French declarations of war upon
Germany precipitated the struggle that appeasement
had been unable to avert. The president announced
the neutrality of the United States, invoked the
Neutrality Law against all belligerents, and three
days later proclaimed a state of national emergency
The armed forces of the country were ordered increased to full legal strength. Territorial waters of
the United States were stated to extend "as far as
the interests of the United States required," and in
a conference of American republics at Panama the
proposition to appeal to belligerents to refrain .from
hostilities within 300 miles of the shores of North and
South America was put forward. Meantime Roosevelt
summoned Congress to meet in special session on
September 21. To that body he put bluntly a request
for the repeal of the new-fangled neutrality and a
return to the principles of international law Weeks
of wrangling followed, but on November 4 the president signed another Neutrality Act wherein Congress
had asserted its "right to repeal, change, or modify
this joint resolution, or any other domestic legislation in the interests of peace, security, or welfare of
the United States and its people." The arms embargo
was repealed and "cash-and-carry" reestablished.
The president could designate combat areas into
which it would be unlawful for any American citizen
to go or any American vessel to trade. Otherwise the
1937 act remained practically unchanged. In an attempt to escape involvement in the war the United
States had given up its traditional policy of freedom
of the seas.

America Buys Self-Protection
Down to December 1941 American policy veered
more and more toward active aid to Britain and
France, with lease-lending, exchange of overage
destroyers for naval and air bases, and other assistance to Hitler's and Mussolini's opponents. As
long as the British fleet controlled the Atlantic sea
lanes the German and Italian menace was kept from
American shores. All aid "short of war" to England
and to France-until it was overrun by the Germans-helped keep up the contest and maintained a
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barrier for America. The United States was buying
self-protection. There were, of course, some who said
that whenever Britain was in a tight place she looked
to us to help her out and this was all there was to the
affair, but many more were beginning to believe that
the longer England stood in the front line and held
off the Axis, the more time was allowed America to
put her house in order and build up weapons of defense and offense absolutely necessary for maintaining her existence.
One by one the smaller countries of Europe fell
before the might of German arms. Denmark, Norway, Belgium, and the Netherlands followed Czechoslovakia and Poland under the heel of the conqueror;
Rumania and Hungary had succumbed more or less
willingly, Greece successfully resisted the minor
Axis partner until Germany came to deliver the fatal
blow; Yugoslavia dared resist Axis demands and
went down before dive bombers and panzer divisions. All the victims faced the same fate; all were
dominated politically and economically; all were robbed and despoiled with or without the color of legality The Herrenvolk, the dominant people, had to be
fed and clothed at the expense of inferior groups.
Anti-Semitic laws were made more stringent and
extended to the conquered areas. Concentration
camps or worse faced all who dared resist or even
protest, and everywhere Himmler and his Gestapo
snooped and struck. The "new order" was to be imposed at no-matter-what cost in blood and treasure.
And it became more apparent each day that such
things could happen here if the outer rampart gave
way and exposed the Western Hemisphere to the
overwhelming flood. Britain alone held this outer
rampart until Hitler turned upon Russia.
If France and Britain had been sincere in their
efforts to line up Russia in opposition to Nazi Germany it is quite possible that Hitler's hand might
have been stayed, for in 1938 or 1939 he would not
have risked engaging an enemy on two fronts. But
in 1941 the situation had changed. All western continental Europe lay at the feet of triumphant Germany, and Britain, driven from her last foothold on
the continent, was not in a position to establish a
western front. Now appeared to be tB.e time to throw
off the mask and advance upon the wheatlands of the
Ukraine, the manufacturing centers of the Donets
Basin and the oil of the Caucasus. But the timing was
at fault and Russia's powers of resistance und~r
estimated. Russian strategic and tactical skill, Russian fanatical devotion to land and ideals, aided by
climatic factors, have produced the only bright spot
in an almost completely sombre picture. Americans
as well as Britons should, and I believe do, recognize
Russia's contribution toward an eventual defeat of
militant aggression throughout the world.

The Fight fot Life
Americans, Britons, Russians, Chinese, and Dutch
are all fighting for the same thing-their very lives.
They are fighting for a way of life that is not the way
of life of Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, militaristic
and imperialistic Japan, or the little totalitarian
states that shape their course from Hitler's nod. They
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are fighting the fight of the millions in Europe, Asia,
and Africa who want no "new order" or "co-prosperity" as defined by the aggressor nations. Their
concepts of a way of life may differ and do differ,
but on one thing they are .united. They abhor the
standards of fascism. They repudiate the doctrine ,of
innate racial superiority while recognizing differences in the development of peoples and the necessity
of removing conditions that perpetuate those differences.
. ' ·.
We, as Americans, are in this war because · it was
thrust upon us. We are in it to help defeat forces
that deny the progress which has been made so painfully through the centuries. But this is a negative
goal. Defeat of Germany and Japan is the immediate
objective, but it is not the ultimate end. There must
be some positive contribution that will come from the
pain and suffering, from the expenditure of lives and
material things.
I do not believe in miracles. I do not believe that
human nature is going to change overnight. Nor am
I convinced that man readily learns from what has
taken place in the past. Nevertheless is it too much
to hope that some of the lessons of the closely immediate past have been remembered and that some
of the so recent mistakes may be avoided? One does
not have to be an idealist to realize that even partially enlightened self-interest would dictate avoidance of some of the obvious mistakes made after the
First World War

Freedoms, Old and New
What are the minimum essentials we expect to
salvage from this contest of ideologies? First and
foremost is the freedom to think and to express one's
thoughts. In the totalitarian state freedom of expression is the one thing above all that must be suppressed, otherwise the authoritarian regime must
perish immediately Freedom of thought and expression of that thought is the basis of freedom of religion,
of scientific advance, of social progress-in short, the
foundation stone upon which is built the temple of
truth. Freedom of thought and its expression are
inherent in governmental ideas of this country and
of Britain, of Canada and the other dominions, of
Switzerland, and wherever a democratic ideal persists. The parliamentary, the talking, system of government has its limitations, but we prefer it to
dictation from a self-styled leader Tbese old freedoms and the new freedoms-from want and from
fear-are what we are fighting for, because they cannot be had in a fascist world.
What can be done to open the door to these freedoms? First, defeat of the power of fascism is allessential even though merely negative. On the positive side, however, some things present themselves
as practicable and reasonable. Foremost among them
is the necessity that we should not sign a blank check
as we virtually did in 1917, when we entered the war
without conditions. We and the British and the Dutch
and the Russians and the Chinese all have an immeasurable stake in winning this war, but we are
not fighting to reestablish the status quo ante, we
are not fighting to put the British or the Dutch em-

